
This is the true story of the need for a new generation of leaders at financial services 
powerhouse Discover Card.  The CEO recognized that mid-level managers needed to 
develop leadership skills and to shift the culture within the enterprise. 
 

CVC Communications created an experiential leadership workshop with the objective 
of transforming the company’s managers from task-oriented order takers into Leaders 
who are capable of embodying the organizational vision, planning and achieving 
results, managing change, and motivating people to execute flawlessly. 
 

Between the third week of November and the first week of January, CVC designed, 
developed and delivered a comprehensive four-day training workshop titled “Taking 
the Lead”.  To ensure we could measure the success of the program, we created a self-
assessment survey, completed in advance, that benchmarked current skills, attitudes 
and behaviors of the 300 mid-level management participants. 
 

To keep the energy and involvement at a high level, CVC crafted several unique 
activities outside the traditional learning environment to help potential leaders realize 
their capabilities. Teams were formed with preselected captains who had untapped 
leadership potential.  We coached them to select teammates in a blind draft, based on 
the skills information gleaned from the self-assessment pre-work. These teams then 
competed in a variety of activities under the watchful eyes of our professional 
observers/facilitators. 
 

Exercises included managing complexity, contradictions, and paradoxes while 
remaining open to ideas of others; valuing diversity of skills; and analysis, planning and 
communication. One highly successful integrated activity involved the teams finding 
their way to a dinner location using GPS units and geo-caching, with a debriefing about 
the connection to real work projects on the other end.  Several true leaders surfaced 
during this competitive event. 
 

Closing workshops focused on how to take this leadership message back to the 
workplace.  A report-out from our professional observers recognized, highlighted and 
reinforced desired behaviors. We crystallized take-home messages in an “elevator 
speech” group activity, and then created and distributed toolkits for participants to 
further the message and practice their leadership development skills with their own 
direct reports and teams once they returned home.  And we built in an accountability 
measure and an online community to continue the post-workshop learning.  As we had 
planned, “Taking the Lead” became the internal communications mantra in Discover’s 
move to a leadership culture. 
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